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Dr Sobri completed his medical training in Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, UKM (National 
University of Malaysia) in 1994. He further his study in radiology in Universiti Sains Malaysia in 
Kubang Kerian Kelantan, completed in 2001. In 2003 he had a short stint in Paris for 
neurointervention and then further exposure for neurointervention in Hospital Kuala Lumpur. He 
was with UPM until 2009, when he moved to UKM, to help developed interventional radiology 
and neuroradiology services in UKM medical centre. He moved back to UPM in 2017, after the 
services in UKM was well established with succession plan.  
He also developed interest in medical technology including additive manufacturing (3d print) in 
medical, machine learning and medical device. He’s one of the key person in a UPM 
commercialisation project of high fidelity patient specific 3d print model for IGT (image guided 
therapies). He’s also the one of the key person in the development of padimedical platform, a 
medical image sharing portal and exoskeleton project for medical operator.  
He’s currently visiting consultant in few leading medical centres in Malaysia for clinical services 
in neurointervention, in public and private hospitals.  
 
Other notable contributions:  
Editorial Board member, Journal of Technology & Healthcare  
Founding and editorial board member of CVNS journal (Cardiovascular, Neurovascular and 
Stroke)  
Founding and editorial board member Asian Journal of Medical Technology 
Literature reviewer in Editorial Team for LINNC online (European based neurointervention 
publication) 
Occupant/Member UPM-MTDC (Co9P) Industrial 4.0 hub 
Founding member for stroke initiatives, KRISIS-UKM (Kuala Lumpur Regional Integrated 
Stroke Intervention System) and RESQ-UPM (Regional Emergency Stroke Quick Response) 
Chairman MENA-SINO neurovascular segment  
MENA-SINO is an interventional neurology society of Middle East, North Africa and South 
India  
Founding member of MySIR, the Malaysian Society of Interventional Radiology.  
Founding member of neuroradiology Malaysia Special Interest Group  
 
He have established few regional hands-on workshops like TWIN, CVNS and miniTWIN. He’s 
a faculty member for few regional and international conferences like LINNC Asia, Asian Stroke 
Summer School, MyLIVE interventional Cardiology and ASEAN Conference on 3D print in 
Medicine.  
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His current research interest includes Stroke, Neurovascular, Machine Learning and 3D print in 
Medicine. He has more than 60 publications with 400 citations and h-index of 11. He also holds 
3 IPs comprising of patent and industrial design. 
Title: High Fidelity Patient Specific 3D Print Simulator for Pre-Planning and Clinical 
Training 

 
Abstract 

 
We commonly use phantom for simulation in radiation safety procedure, pre-planning 
procedure training, radiation treatment simulation and clinical training, to replace actual 
patient.Many times the phantom did not reflect the actual clinical scenarios as the phantom 
typically do not represent the pathological condition of the patient. Phantom cannot simulate 
realistic clinical input of a particular pathology or procedure, because the simulation cannot 
incorporate the treating physician, clinical judgments and treatment strategies. Thus 
simulation with phantom will only give a low fidelity simulation as compared to highest fidelity, 
which is actual patient in actual procedures. The method of assessment for radiation safety or 
other evaluation may not reflect real scenarios.   

With advancement of imaging, segmentation algorithms and informatics, there are now more 
and more software, which have the 3D modeling capabilities. The 3D modeling of DICOM data 
nowadays can be converted to STL format for 3D printing. The reconstructed 3D model of a 
specific patient can be printed to produce a physical organ replica with or without the 
pathological aspect of the printed organ provided by the actual patient’s data. 

With more advanced materials for 3D prints, the 3D printed models can be reproduced with 
texture and color closely similar to the pathological and clinical aspect of the pathological 
organ. Many centres embracing this advancement to help their daily clinical works, training 
and also to simulate safety procedures. 

This solution is rarely used for image guided therapy as the fabrication processes of clinically 
relevant patient specific 3D print simulators are more complicated. Our team in UPM has 
developed patient specific 3D print simulator for neurovascular pathologies like brain 
aneurysm, brain AVM and stroke. The 3D printed models designed to be housed in modular 
skull/brain and body. This solution will give the sense of actual patient with neurovascular 
pathology and can be used to simulate actually image guided procedures. 

The scan data used from actual case and printed with 1:1 ratio of the lesion, tortuosity and 
vessels size. This enable the clinician to replicate the image guided procedure done on that 
particular patient to be simulated again, like the real procedure using real angiography suite, 
real devices, real angio run protocols. We can also use it to simulate team training where all 
the stakeholders from the neurointerventionist, scrub nurse, radiographers and others involve 
as if they are performing real procedures in real angiography room environment.  

This can provide a more realistic simulation not just in terms for a specific scan dosage but 
overall procedure. And this solution will simulate better the procedure in a high fidelity manner, 
for assessment of radiation safety or other assessment for a specific procedures. 

We will share our limited experience using this new solution in our clinical training. 
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